Art Basel Miami Beach is celebrating its 20th anniversary this year, and the celebrations surrounding the flagship fair of Miami Art Week are looking to be bigger than ever. While ABMB doesn’t officially open to the public at the Miami Beach Convention Center until Thursday, the annual post-Thanksgiving seaside art (and fashion and design) bacchanal kicks off today with a plethora of pop-up galleries, museum shows, satellite fairs, store openings, and shopping events around Miami Beach and in the Miami Design District on the mainland. From public art you can sit on to sofas you can wear, there’s so much to see and discover. Why don’t you choose your own adventure?

6. FALL IN LOVE WITH THE ANIMAL KINGDOM’S BIGGEST HEART
Faena Art’s Miami Art Week programming, on view from Tuesday to Sunday, features public art works installed throughout the Faena Arts District in Miami Beach. These include three projects on the sand: 2022 Faena Art Prize winner Paula de Solminihac’s pink-and-green wooden climbing structure *Morning Glory*, named for the flowering vine seen on Florida beaches; artist duo Wright Millares’ light sculpture *Patria y Vida*; and the *Living Room*, a new experiential installation using Web3 technology from Rain Room-creators Random International.

Andrés Reisinger’s iridescent floating *Pink Meditation Buoys* beckon just off shore, while *Heart of Okeanos*, Petroc Sesti’s 5-foot tall scale model of a blue whale’s heart charms visitors to the Faena hotel lobby. The later piece, made with a carbon sequestering sculpture material called CarbonXinc, will return to the sea next spring as part of the ReefLine, a planned 7-mile long underwater sculpture park.